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ABSTRACT

Organizers of online groups often struggle to recruit members
who can most effectively carry out the group’s activities and
remain part of the group over time. In a study of a sample
of 30,000 new editors belonging to 1,054 English WikiProjects, we empirically examine the effects of generalized prior
work-productivity experience (measured by overall prior article edits), prior leadership experience (measured by overall
prior project edits), and localized prior work-productivity experience (measured by pre-joining article edits on a project) on
early retention and productivity. We find that (1)generalized
prior work-productivity experience is positively associated
with retention, but negatively associated with productivity
(2) prior leadership experience is negatively associated with
both retention and productivity, and (3) localized prior workproductivity experience is positively associated with both retention and productivity within that focal project. We then
discuss implications to inform the designs of early interventions aimed at group success.
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INTRODUCTION

Volunteer groups have existed for a long time in settings such
as local non-profits, NGOs, and charity organizations. The
explosive growth of computer technology and near-universal
access to the Internet have enabled the growth of new forms
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of volunteer contributions and groups at unprecedented scales.
Examples include Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap, Open Source
Software projects, product review forums, technical Q&A
sites, citizen science projects, and online fund-raising, to name
but a few. Bringing in people who actually do work and stick
around long enough is a common problem to all these groups.
It is also common for volunteers in these groups to come in
with varying levels of prior experience that shapes their activity
in the group and perhaps, their success within the group. Prior
work on new volunteer retention and productivity in online
and offline groups, however, suggests that the effect of prior
experience on newcomer success is complicated, with some
studies showing positive effects [9, 10, 56, 57, 72] and others
indicating negative ones [20, 26, 52]. Because prior experience
is something that is usually visible and can be objectively
measured, it is both theoretically and practically important to
understand how what volunteers carry from their prior work
experience affects their performance in the context of a new
group. In this paper, we want to unpack prior experience
and resolve conflicts in prior work. We, therefore, ask the
following Research Question:
How does a new volunteer’s prior experience affect their
early retention and productivity in the group they join?
To answer this question, we review prior literature and identify
three types of prior experience: (i) generalized prior workproductivity experience, which is prior experience associated
with normal production activities (i.e., non-leadership activities) in other similar volunteer groups, (ii) prior leadership
experience, which is the experience of organizing activities
and managing people in other volunteer groups, and (iii) localized prior work-productivity experience, which is the amount
of work a volunteer would invest in a group before joining the
group (in other words, the “internship” experience). Because
early identification of group failures can help community moderators intervene in a timely manner and shape the group for
success [44], we identify two early outcomes: retention and
productivity at the end of the first quarter after joining a group.
We explore the effects of prior experience in the specific
context of WikiProjects. WikiProjects are subgroups in
Wikipedia, which are intended to help organize volunteer effort
around building and improving articles in specific topic areas.

WikiProjects often share structure and volunteer membership.
Additionally, the volunteers’ editing records on Wikipedia
are visible to the public, which gives us an opportunity to
explore whether and how their prior record is predictive of
future contributions to a group they join.
Our findings, indeed, show mixed effects of prior experience
on retention and productivity in the group they join:
• Generalized prior work-productivity experience is positively
associated with retention but negatively associated with
productivity.
• Prior leadership experience is negatively associated with
both retention and productivity.
• Localized prior work-productivity experience is positively
associated with both retention and productivity within that
focal project.
Using our findings, we hope to advance knowledge about the
behavior of members in online production groups, the nuanced
effects of prior experience, and inform the designs of early
interventions aimed at shaping group success in online social
collaborative knowledge systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we discuss the theory and hypotheses concerning
retention, productivity, and prior experience within online
groups. We then discuss our platform, dataset, and study
methodology. We state our research methods and describe our
findings followed by a brief discussion of the results. We then
conclude by discussing how prior experience may be more
broadly effective in supporting the design and management of
online social collaborative knowledge systems.
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
Retention and Productivity

A number of online groups face the problems of lack of early
retention and productivity from new users. 46% of members
of guilds in World of Warcraft leave their group in less than
a month, migrating to other groups within the game [73]. On
MovieLens, 60% of new users do not come back after the
first session [44]. In The Pearl Open Source Development
Project, more than half of the newly registered developers
never showed up after their first post [28]. In Usenet groups,
68% of newcomers did not return after their first post [2]. Half
of the social, hobby, and work mailing lists had no traffic over
a 130-day period [11] and even in active mailing lists, less
than 50% of subscribers posted even a single message in a
4-month period [11].
Two outcome measures have been extensively studied in offline work groups as determinants of group success: the member retention to contribute to the group effort, and the quantity
of work output [2, 16].
Prior organizational science literature views the lack of volunteer retention from three different perspectives [22, 15, 61].
Because the online community literature is generally in favor
of sustaining a steady group of volunteers for continued production [51], the first and more dominant view is about the negative effects of low retention of volunteers. These include the

loss of productive volunteers [65], the loss of social capital [25,
41], the cost of training new, inexperienced volunteers [24],
and the weakening of knowledge resources of the organization
[41] - all of which deplete the available resources, disrupt
the routines and established social ties, threaten the cognitive
structures, and the eventual sustainability of the group. The
second view sees the positive effect: helping screen out underperforming volunteers [50]. The third adopts a more neutral
view that suggests that new volunteers with new skills and
knowledge replace those who leave, maintaining the critical
mass, and this may be optimal for organizational performance
[25]. To reconcile the above arguments, Hausknecht and Holwerda [38] argue that the traditional, aggregated measures of
volunteer dropouts such as turnover rates hide variation in the
key causal factors that predict retention and performance and
so, the specific details concerning who is being retained and
who is not are more important than the level of turnover itself
[39]. As an example, the loss of a productive manager may
be more damaging than the loss of an under-performing employee. Depending on these details, the same level of retention
could have different consequences [39, 76].
While it is ideal that volunteer groups should achieve both
retention and productivity simultaneously, often, there may be
a tension between the two [26, 70]. For instance, it is likely that
volunteers may “free-ride” i.e., stay but not contribute, in some
groups [1]. Or, core members who take the lion’s share of
workload may eventually “burnout” and leave the group [5, 21].
Or, core contributors might feel they have accomplished their
mission by contributing everything they know and might stop
contributing as further contribution may require more research
and effort [67]. Or, the presence of multiple experienced core
members with clashing interests might lead to conflicts that
can erode each others’ energy and enthusiasm causing them
to leave the group. Accordingly, prior research has examined
a number of factors influencing productivity and retention
in online production communities. Some of them include
members’ personality [43, 45], socialization tactics used [18,
30, 31, 32, 47], members’ ability to identify with and integrate
into the group [14, 63, 75], the diversity of the subgroups they
belong to [16], the availability of activities to perform [44],
the leadership behaviors within the group [77], the feedback
[79], and the type and amount of social support they receive
[71] from other members of the group.
There is also some work suggesting that prior experience is
predictive of future retention and productivity in groups [10,
59, 60, 75]. However, a closer examination of the theory on
retention of newcomers in offline and online groups suggests a
more complicated relationship of prior experience with retention and productivity, with some types showing positive effects
and others negative ones. And, to our knowledge, there is no
work that either makes a clear distinction between the various
kinds of prior experience that a volunteer can potentially possess or draws any conclusions about them either individually
or together with other group and individual level factors. In
this work, we treat prior experience more systematically and
examine its effects on a new volunteer’s early retention and
productivity after they join a group.

Prior Experience

Because volunteers frequently move in and out of groups, it is
useful to learn about the impact their prior experience in other
groups has on their retention and productivity in the future
groups they join.
Much of prior work in online communities suggests that prior
experience has a positive impact on both the individuals and
the communities as a whole. For example, the theory on Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) widely used to describe
the newcomer experience in online communities [9] suggests
that newcomers’ initial peripheral participation is important
for them to be acquainted with the tasks, vocabulary, and organizing principles of the community. Experience gained in
using editing tools, organizing activities, and communicating
and collaborating with other members could positively affect
their future performance. Also, prior experience is positively
predictive of future productivity and administrative behaviors
[10, 59, 60, 75].
On the other hand, research based on analysis of employee
behavior in offline organizations suggests that prior experience
might have a negative impact on people’s performance in a
new context. For example, experienced employees are also
likely to leave due to mismatch in expectations [27, 54], the
need to suppress their perspectives [8, 20], unfavorable group
structures [54], or stress and exhaustion [21].
In this paper, we want to resolve the conflicts in prior work by
unpacking prior experience. In online peer production groups,
we identified three types of prior experience:
(i) generalized prior work-productivity experience, which
is generalized prior experience associated with normal content
production in all the other similar volunteer groups.
(ii) prior leadership experience, which is prior experience
associated with the tasks of coordination and organization in
other similar volunteer groups, and
(iii) localized prior work-productivity experience, which is
the amount of work a volunteer would invest in a group, as
they identify with it, before joining the group.
It is unusual for volunteers to have leadership experience on a
group before joining it and so we do not consider the fourth
kind of prior experience i.e., localized prior leadership experience.
Based on prior literature in online and offline groups, we now
propose hypotheses about the primary effects of the different
dimensions of prior experience.
Research Hypotheses
Effects of Generalized Prior Work-Productivity Experience

Prior work-productivity experience is usually positively associated with retention [10, 59, 60, 75] and the lack of it is
associated with withdrawal [3, 4, 34]. However, prior workproductivity experience is also associated with a decrease in
productivity. A majority of workers in offline work groups
eventually reach a plateau in their contributions or decrease
them [66]. The initial motivation to produce more could be
the desire to learn or grow within the organization [48] and

such a motivation may not exist after they have accomplished
their goals [67]. For instance, in university settings, faculty
often shift their focus from research to administrative service
work after promotion to full-professorship [64]. In online
subgroups too, prior work has found that users’ motivations
change as they become more engaged in the community [9].
The initial motivation could be the desire to contribute what
they know or to gain reputation. With an increase in contributions along with experience, they move into more caretaker
roles. Accordingly, their contribution levels might change
although they stick around. For instance, individuals in the
GNOME project1 increased their coordination work and decreased their technical contributions to specific projects after
moving to more lateral authority roles such as board directors
[23]. Members with such longer tenures tend to contribute less
to subgroups and more to the larger community [70]. Some
others who start strong, begin to decline in their contributions
later due to a potential buildup of stress and exhaustion [21].
As we read these together, there is an interesting conflict.
The more experienced someone is, the less likely they are
to leave [10, 59, 60] but their contribution to an individual
workgroup within the organization is likely to decrease with
change in motivation or roles [70, 23, 66], buildup of stress
and exhaustion [70, 21] or because they have contributed
everything they know and accomplished their goals [67]. We,
therefore, believe that a change in motivation or roles that
comes with experience is likely to affect future productivity.
In order to test this, we frame the following two hypotheses
regarding the effect of past work productivity experience on
future productivity and retention in the new online groups they
join within a larger online community:
Hypothesis 1a: Higher prior generalized work-productivity
experience is associated with greater retention in a focal
group.
Hypothesis 1b: Higher prior generalized work-productivity
experience is associated with lesser work-productivity in a
focal group.
Effects of Prior Leadership Experience

Broadly speaking, the prior literature suggests two perspectives to understanding the effects of prior leadership experience on retention and productivity within groups.
The first perspective suggests that when members gain more
leadership experience, they are likely to be involved in many
interactions outside of the group, and these are likely to pull
them away from the focal subgroup [55] affecting both their
performance as well as retention. As we have seen in the
examples of faculty promotion to a full professorship and
individuals moving to administrative roles [23, 64], increase
in administrative activities and leadership behavior is strongly
associated with a decrease in performance.
1 GNOME is a desktop environment composed of free and opensource software that runs on Linux and most BSD derivatives, and
the GNOME project refers to the community behind it which consists of all the software developers, artists, writers, translators, other
contributors, and active users of GNOME.

The second perspective suggests that leaders can find it challenging to adjust to a group for various reasons. Prior work
in online groups found that users’ perceptions of their roles
change as they become more engaged in the community [9].
Those who are power users and administrators see themselves
as caretakers, as leaders with an established reputation, identities, organizational perspectives, mental models, and existing
modes of practice. According to the Social Cognitive Theory
(SCT), their self-efficacy (belief in one’s capabilities and the
ability to complete various actions [6]) in tasks such as knowledge sharing [29, 40, 52] is high. And, the more familiar they
are with a domain, the higher their self-efficacy is [17]. When
they join a new group, they usually also carry their established
reputation, mental models, organizational perspectives and
modes of practice from their previous groups [7, 8, 13, 36,
80]. Often, existing members of a group vouch for native
patterns and structures to protect native knowledge hierarchies
and resist new, innovative ideas, differing practices, or pastreputation-based leadership of these experienced folks until
they establish their identities independently in the new group
[72]. As a result, for succeeding in their new role in the new
group, they may need to modify or suppress their perspectives,
innovations, practices or role identities [8, 20]. Sometimes,
their performance in the new role may not match their prior
performance, their own expectations, or the expectations of the
new group [27, 54]. At other times, the layers of structures, bureaucratic requirements, and oppositional rigidities in the new
group may serve as barriers for their contributions and practices and leave them frustrated [54]. Often, they themselves
tend to make judgments about the level of disparity that exists
between their old and new settings, colleagues, and practices
[49]. Certain of their attributes or practices may be oppositional to the established knowledge and practice structures
and frameworks in their new setting [36] and even generate
counter-productive responses among new colleagues [42, 57].
For instance, volunteers tended to get bolder and increased the
likelihood of having their work rejected [9, 37] in Wikipedia.
Thus, prior leadership experience can create barriers to fit,
adaptation and integration [27, 35]. Consequently, they often
experience lesser satisfaction and high degrees of frustration
and conflict in their attempts to connect with others in a way
similar to their previous setting for needing support for their
performance [49]. In the online groups of Wikipedia and
del.icio.us, researchers find that there was a dramatic shift in
workload from power users to the common user [46]. We,
therefore, posit that:
Hypothesis 2a: Higher prior leadership experience is associated with lesser retention in a focal group.
Hypothesis 2b: Higher prior leadership experience is associated with lesser work productivity in a focal group.
Effects of Localized Prior Work-Productivity Experience

Prior research concerning the transition of potential members
from outsiders to organizational members shows that volunteers who strongly identify with a topic area or a group tend
to more positively evaluate it, are willing to become more
active, and exert more effort than those who don’t. And, as
they become more active, they tend to contribute more [62,

58]. Also, during the evaluation period, those who see that the
group fits their needs join it and remain in it longer, whereas
those who don’t see it as a fit leave (see [44] for a review).
Thus, those who join after preliminary experience with a group
are likely to remain longer and contribute more. Similar research examining the hypotheses concerning the effects of
college internships on individuals shows a strong support for
future employment with the organization for individuals with
internships [12, 68]. We therefore hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3a: Higher localized prior work-productivity
experience is associated with greater retention in the focal
group.
Hypothesis 3b: Higher localized prior work-productivity
experience is associated with greater work productivity in the
focal group.
It is unusual for volunteers to have leadership experience on a
group before joining it and so we do not consider the fourth
kind of prior experience i.e., localized prior leadership experience.
METHODS
Study Platform

We study membership and editing contributions in Wikipedia
through WikiProjects2 . Wikipedia is best known for its articles – community-edited pages devoted to specific topics and
collectively forming an encyclopedia – but it also has other
pages devoted to collaboration (talk pages and project pages),
to people (editor pages), and to policies and guidelines. Individual units of contribution are called edits, and such edits
can be made on any of types of page. Any internet user can
contribute content to Wikipedia’s pages and is called an editor.
WikiProjects are subgroups within Wikipedia where editors
come together to improve Wikipedia’s coverage of a particular
topic. Usually, this is done by organizing a group of related
articles under one heading. A typical organization effort might
include gathering all pages related to a particular topic under
one heading, expanding the content of these articles, aligning
articles to the same style of writing, and ensuring the articles meet certain quality standards. A typical main page of a
project called the project page includes a brief description of
the project and its scope, a list of members volunteering to contribute to the project, the list of tasks to be done, and guidelines
and policies adhering to which members should work toward
content production. Discussions regarding project maintenance and resolution of issues within the broader scope of the
project are done in dedicated pages called project talk pages.
We choose WikiProjects as our research platform for three
reasons. First, prior work identified WikiProjects as an example of Ostrom’s nested organizational structures with clear
goals [33]. Second, there is rich historical data available about
editor activities in Wikipedia as a whole as well as various
WikiProjects which helps us explore the concept of prior experience and design various metrics around it. Third, because
WikiProjects span a large topical scope, we feel conclusions
drawn from WikiProjects are more likely to be generalizable
2
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than those drawn from narrower communities such as health
and technical forums.
Dataset

We use the English Wikipedia data dump of June 2, 2015,
downloaded from the site3 hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation. The dump data contains the complete revision history of
all the pages in English Wikipedia. We use an open source
Python package4 to pre-process the dump files and extract the
revision information stored in the HTML format. To construct
the WikiProjects for our analysis, we parse the project templates on articles’ talk pages which included the information
about which WikiProjects an article belongs to. We include
articles that belonged to multiple WikiProjects in all those
WikiProjects. This resulted in an initial set of 1,949 WikiProjects. From these, we exclude projects that never grew to more
than three members (which is the minimum size of a group) as
we want to understand this in a collaborative context. Further,
we exclude projects that are not related to specific topics such
as WikiProject: Articles for creation. This resulted in a final
dataset of 1,054 WikiProjects.
Many editors edit the pages without being aware of any
projects. So, it would not make sense to look at edits to
any page in the scope of the project randomly. Also, we want
to explore the notion of pre-joining contributions for which
we want to explicitly identify volunteer membership in the
groups. Two approaches to identifying volunteer membership
in projects are common in prior literature: declared membership, based on voluntary sign-up on the project page, and
participatory membership, where an editor is considered to
have joined a project when they made their first edit to either
the project page or the project talk page. Morgan et al. compared the two approaches and found no significant difference
[56]. In this work, we choose the participatory approach. This
yielded a total of 88,427 members of the projects in our sample (excluding the bots) who contributed a total of 44,135,006
edits over 14 years.
Operationalization

Definition of Joining: In this work, we operationalize joining
as the first explicit project or project talk-page edit. This
definition is not original to our work; it is used in prior work
by others including [69, 75, 78].

Localized Prior Work-productivity Experience: We count the
total number of edits an editor made on the main article pages
and the corresponding talk pages of articles within the scope
of the project before joining it as the localized prior workproductivity experience as these represent efforts on content
production for individual articles for a specific project.
The explicit joining action indicates the editor’s first point of
awareness of a larger community of members and of a collection of pages beyond the page (or pages) they are editing.
This is the point where they begin documented project-level
collaborations and begin exhibiting different behaviors with
group members compared to non-group members [56]. Prior
research shows that those that explicitly join groups share a
strong sense of group identity [63], establish group norms and
common repertoires [53], may exhibit in-group favoritism [28,
74], which non-members may not. We find that even employees who join a company, despite interning many times, are
considered new and go through new-employee training. For
all these reasons, we consider those with localized experience
also as newcomers.
Dependent Variables

Early identification of group failures can help community moderators intervene in a timely manner and shape the group for
success [44]. And prior work that studied WikiProjects longitudinally collected project-related measures for quarters i.e.,
90-day periods, as a quarter captures a regular editing cycle
on Wikipedia [61, 70]. Since we are interested in studying
the effects of prior experience on early retention and early
productivity, we measure our response variables at the end of
the first quarter for all the volunteers.
Early Retention: We measure this as a binary variable. Consistent with prior work [75], we regard an editor as having
withdrawn from a project if they have not made any edits for
a continuous six-month period at the end of the first quarter
in any of the article, the article talk pages, the project or the
project talk pages.
Early Productivity: We measure early productivity in terms
of the number of edits made [16, 46, 47, 70, 75] on all articles
within the scope of the project during the first quarter after
joining.

Independent Variables

Control Variables

Generalized Prior Work-productivity Experience: We count
the total number of edits an editor made on the article (and the
corresponding talk) pages in Wikipedia before joining the focal
project except edits on the focal project as their generalized
prior work-productivity experience as these represent efforts
in individual article content production.

Prior work shows that a number of other factors are likely to
influence outcomes of members’ successful collaborations in
WikiProjects [16, 70, 75]. We, therefore, explore our three
dimensions of prior experience along with all of these factors
to see if prior experience measures provide an additive value
over these in determining early retention and productivity of
new volunteers in the focal project. We have operationalized
many of these in ways consistent with prior work:

Prior Leadership Experience: We count the total number of
edits an editor made on the project pages and the corresponding talk pages in Wikipedia before joining the focal project as
their prior leadership experience as these represent organizational behavior at the project level.
3
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Project Scope: This is a count of the number of articles within
the scope of the project [16, 70, 75].
Project Size: This is a count of the number of editors who
participated in the focal project before the focal editor joined
[75].

Descriptive Statistics
Variables
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Project Scope
Project Size
Project Age
Editor Tenure
Interest Match
No. of Simul Projects
Prior Gen. Work Exp.
Prior Leadership Exp.
Prior Loc. Work Exp.

Min

25%ile

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1016
65
22
3
0.1
1
97
0
0

50%ile

Mean

75%ile

Correlations
Max

1

2

3

5179 37455
18119 1143441
1.00
194
482
517
5248
0.41
1.00
47
52
77
167
0.16
0.52
1.00
16
26
39
165 -0.03
0.05
0.36
0.1
0.1
0.2
1.0
0.01 -0.04 -0.04
5
39
22
1251 -0.04 -0.09
0.01
1664 17948
12418 1285322 -0.03 -0.04
0.11
6
209
94
23451 -0.04 -0.06
0.04
6
128
50
134810
0.17
0.09
0.06
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations of Variables.

Project Age: This is a count of the number of months from
the project’s creation until the focal editor joined [75]. This
variable is used to control for the project maturity, which may
affect the ease with which new members could integrate into
and contribute to the project.
Editor Tenure: This is a count of the number of months from
the registration of the editor in Wikipedia to the time they
joined the focal project.
Interest Match: This measures the interest match between an
editor and the focal project. Following prior work [75], we
create a topic vector for the editor based on their prior edits
on articles, another topic vector for the project based on the
articles within the scope, and compute the cosine similarity
between the two vectors.
Number of Simultaneous Projects: This is a simple count of
the number of projects the editor has any edits in during the
time he is a member of the focal project.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Analysis Strategy

We present the descriptive statistics and correlations among
all our variables in Table 1.
Table 1 suggests that most of the variables have a heavily
right-skewed distribution. We, therefore, log-transform all
the above variables (except Interest match, which is between
0 and 1) to stabilize the variance and improve the fit of the
models in which we will use them as predictors. We also
standardize all of them (i.e., normalize to mean zero and unit
standard deviation) for ease of comparing their relative importance (i.e., the coefficients across the predictors in the models
we build). Most of the correlations between the variables
are low. Nonetheless, in order to examine and remove any
potential multi-collinearity between the individual predictors,
we compute the VIFs (Variance Inflation Factors) for all the
variables included in the model and find that removing the
variables Project Size and Editor Tenure from the set of predictors achieves a set with all individual VIFs sufficiently below
5, the recommended maximum for behavioral sciences data
[19] (including these two gave at least two values very close to
5). The VIFs for all predictors used in our models are shown
in Table 2.

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.00
0.01
0.18
0.37
0.25
0.10

1.00
-0.03
-0.01
-0.02
0.05

1.00
0.29
0.38
0.01

1.00
0.35
0.14

1.00
0.02

1.00

Variable

VIF

Project Scope
Project Age
Interest Match
No. of Simul Projects
Prior Gen. Work Exp.
Prior Leadership Exp.
Prior Loc. Work Exp.

1.51
1.11
1.12
3.04
3.16
3.68
1.87

Mean VIF

2.21

Table 2. Collinearity diagnostics on all the Independent Variables after
log-transforming and standardizing.

The standard errors are small and we have seen that the predictor variables do not change signs when we try to remove
variables further from the remaining set of predictors here,
indicating that this set of predictors do not pose problems of
multicollinearity.
Each project can have multiple editors and an editor can belong to multiple projects. Our data, therefore, is cross-nested
between WikiProjects and individual editors. We, therefore,
use random-effects regression models to take care of potential
correlations across observations that are nested within a level
(e.g., editors nested under projects). For our first outcome
measure, i.e., determining the early retention, we use a binary
response variable that measures whether or not an individual
volunteer remains in the project by the end of first quarter.
For our second outcome measure, i.e., determining the early
productivity, we see that our dependent variable is the total
number of edits made in the first quarter after joining which
is a count variable with over-dispersion (i.e., the variance is
much higher than the mean). We, therefore, use a negative
binomial regression model to handle this scenario.
We control for the effect of variables examined in prior literature (namely, Project Scope, Project Age, Interest Match, and
Number of Simultaneous Projects) while examining the additive effects of the three Prior Experience variables (namely,
Generalized Prior Work-productivity Experience, Prior Leadership Experience, and Localized Prior Work-productivity
Experience).

Models for Early Retention
Variables

Project Scope
Project Age
Interest Match
No. of Simul Projects

Model I

Model II

Models for Early Productivity
Model III

Model IV

Model V

Model VI

Coeff

S.E.

Coeff

S.E.

Coeff

S.E.

Coeff

S.E.

Coeff

S.E.

Coeff

S.E.

1.012***
-0.511***
0.61***
0.912***

0.024
0.01
0.010
0.01

0.576***
-0.447***
0.305***
1.605***

0.021
0.011
0.011
0.019

0.518***
-0.41***
0.301***
1.706***

0.02
0.011
0.011
0.02

1.659***
-0.297***
1.103***
0.246***

0.045
0.009
0.013
0.010

0.805***
-0.173***
0.61***
0.637***

0.034
0.008
0.01
0.013

0.774***
-0.146***
0.583***
0.686***

0.034
0.008
0.01
0.013

0.449***
-1.381***
1.046***

0.016
0.02
0.014

0.091***
-1.169***
1.142***

0.029
0.02
0.015

-0.276***
-0.808***
1.496***

0.013
0.013
0.009

-0.431***
-0.771***
1.584***

0.015
0.014
0.010

-0.294***
-0.390***
0.378***

0.013
0.019
0.017

-0.159***
-0.26***
0.274***

0.011
0.011
0.001

Prior Gen. Work Exp.
Prior Leadership Exp.
Prior Loc. Work Exp
Gen. Work × Leadership
Gen. Work × Loc. Work
Leadership × Loc. Work
AIC
χ2

100434

83859

82936

16581.42***

929.25***

579852

548927

548091

30931.46***

841.93***

Table 3. Results of the effects of prior experience on Early Retention (Models I through III) and Early Productivity (Models IV through VI). We use the
following notation in tables for p-value significance ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05, ns: p > 0.05

Results

Out of our initial dataset, we use a sample of 30,000 editors
along with all their edits in all the WikiProjects they participated. To examine whether the prior experience variables
have additive value over and above the variables we are controlling for, we build three separate models each for retention
and productivity: base models (I and IV) containing just the
control variables, the models (II and V) containing the control variables as well as the prior experience variables, and
the models (III and VI) that also include potential 2-way interactions among the prior experience variables. We do not
include 3-variable and higher interactions for they not only
make interpretation considerably more complex but also do
not significantly improve our understanding of interactions between the variables. The results of the random effects logistic
regression for retention (Models I, II, and III) at the end of the
first quarter and those of the random effects negative binomial
regression for productivity during the first quarter are shown
in Table 3.

better. We find also that the difference in log likelihoods of
the base model with Model II is statistically significant (p <
0.001) with χ 2 = 16581.42 and of Model II with Model III is
statistically significant (p < 0.001) with χ 2 = 929.25, indicating again that Model III is better than Model II and Model I.
Similarly, we find Model VI is better than Models V and IV.
We also find that prior experience variables have coefficients
that are comparable in magnitude to the control variables.
We interpret Models III and VI to understand the impact of
various kinds of variables. Note that the above variables are
log-transformed (with e as the base of the logarithm) and normalized to mean 0 and a standard deviation of 1. This makes
it easier to understand the impact of different predictors with
respect to each other. First, we note that all the predictors
are significant and the effects of control variables are largely
consistent with prior work. We, therefore, focus on interpreting only the variables of interest (i.e., the prior experience
variables) on the linear scale to understand the actual impact
of prior experience.

Choosing the best model

The model’s fitness to the data can be determined either by
comparing actual values with the predicted values using the
model or by comparing the model with other competing models. Comparison with competing models seems more appropriate in this context since the outcomes are over-dispersed
counts. We use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to
evaluate the goodness of fit for each of these models. AIC
rewards goodness of fit of the model to the data while penalizing complexity (i.e, more number of predictors). AICs are
always compared with each other and individual AIC magnitudes are not interpreted by themselves as they are affected
greatly by sample size. In general, the smaller the AIC among
a set of candidate competing models, the better the model.
Using the AIC, we note that the models including both the
prior experience variables and their interactions (Model III
for early retention and Model VI for early productivity) are

Overall Effects of Prior Experience Variables

Based on Model III, we find that holding all the other variables constant, an e-fold (i.e., roughly 2.7 times) increase in
generalized prior work-productivity experience (in terms of
number of prior article and article talk page edits) is roughly
associated with an overall 3% increase in the odds of retention,
whereas an e-fold increase in prior leadership experience (in
terms of number of prior project and project talk page edits)
is roughly associated with an overall 62% decrease in the
odds of retention, and an e-fold increase in localized prior
work-productivity experience (in terms of pre-joining article
edits to the focal project) is roughly associated with an overall
70% increase in the odds of retention. And based on Model
VI, we find that holding all the other variables constant, an
e-fold increase in generalized prior work-productivity experience is roughly associated with a 17% decrease in productivity

Figure 1. Figure showing the interactions between low and high values of the various prior experience variables. The plots for retention are on the left
and the plots for productivity are on the right.

(i.e., the expected count of number of edits made) during the
first quarter, an e-fold increase in prior leadership experience
is associated with a 37% decrease in the expected count of
number of edits and an e-fold increase in localized prior workproductivity experience is associated with a 108% increase in
the expected count of number of edits.

negatively related to the productivity confirming our hypotheses 1a and 1b, prior leadership experience is negatively related
to both the retention as well as the productivity confirming our
hypotheses 2a and 2b, and localized prior work-productivity
experience is positively associated with both the retention and
productivity confirming our hypotheses 3a and 3b.

The above overall percentages include the effects of interactions within them. In order to tease out the effects of individual
interactions, we plot the interaction plots for the two response
variables for low and high values of various prior experience
variables. Below, we present and discuss a couple that are
interesting.

Second, while prior work shows only a positive relationship
between metrics based on prior experience and future productivity and administrative behaviors [10, 59, 60, 75], our
work confirms that the relationship is, indeed, much more
complicated, with some types showing positive effects and
others negative ones. Even with the caveat that we are talking
about productivity in its simplest form i.e., edit count, our
work shows that prior experience, in general, is worse for
productivity although better for retention.

Interaction Effects of Prior Experience

Figure 1 shows how generalized prior work productivity experience interacts with localized prior work-productivity experience. We see that the retention and the productivity are
the lowest when both generalized prior work-productivity and
localized prior work-productivity experiences are high. One
potential scenario for high localized work-productivity is when
the volunteers have already contributed everything they know
and contributing more would require much more research and
effort. A high generalized prior work-productivity experience
might be indicating a potential burnout effect due to stress or
exhaustion - the combination of which is possibly associated
with the low retention and productivity in the focal project.
On the other hand, we see that the retention and productivity are the highest when generalized prior work-productivity
experience is low - an example of this is a situation where a
potential burnout has not yet happened and the high level of
attachment associated with the high level of localized prior
work-productivity experience is potentially responsible for
high retention and high productivity in the focal project.
DISCUSSION

First, our findings show that generalized prior workproductivity experience is positively related to retention and

Third, it is interesting to observe some of these interactions. Consider the interactions between localized prior workproductivity experience and prior leadership experience. This
could be understood in two ways: (1) Localized prior workproductivity in a specific topic area has a huge positive effect that it dampens any of the negative effects of prior leadership experience. OR (2) The benefits of localized workproductivity get cut down, the more someone has overall prior
leadership experience. However, the net effect of localized
work-productivity still remains positive (see Table 3. Hence,
content is king, and leadership lags. The effect of generalized
prior work experience in the presence of interactions is pretty
small (e.g., compare models II and III). This means that generalized prior work experience is useful and positively predictive
of retention only when the volunteers do not have localized
or leadership experiences. The benefits of localized work
productivity experience which are substantial get cut down
significantly if you have too much overall experience (see Figures 5 and 6). Future experiments along these directions could
reveal interesting insights about causal relationships.

Theoretical Implications

While the notion of prior experience has been explored before,
in this work, we show for the first time, that different kinds
of prior experience reveal and predict more interesting and
nuanced effects in volunteering groups. We show, for instance,
the importance of identifying and distinguishing between prior
work productivity experience and prior leadership experience,
and between generalized and localized experiences. We think
these concepts might generalize not just to other online peer
production communities but to volunteer or organizational
management more generally. Given our findings, it would
be useful to study other domains (and revisit prior studies of
newcomer contribution/retention) through the lens of different
types of prior experience.
Practical Implications

The practical implication we have for WikiProjects is that we
can improve the success of recruiting and retaining productive
contributors. Looking only at the primary effects, the first
implication is that the localized prior work-productivity experience is the most effective indicator of whether the new
volunteer will become a productive and dedicated member.
Our findings suggest that WikiProjects looking to recruit and
retain productive workers should focus their recruitment foremost on those who have already demonstrated a commitment
to the specific work or cause of the project.
However, projects that are smaller or in their initial phases may
not have a lot of candidates with a demonstrated commitment
to the project to recruit. In these cases, project recruiters can
recruit those with generalized prior work-productivity experience who are likely to stay in the project longer but not necessarily be very productive. Recruiting experienced leaders is
much trickier, as leadership experience is generally associated
with low productivity and retention. When leaders are sought
(e.g., to bolster leadership in a new group), WikiProject organizers may want to both verify commitment to the cause/topic
and consider specific re-orientation/transition plans to help the
leader better integrate and be successful in the WikiProject.
Generalization

The framework, metrics, and hypotheses we provide in this
paper apply not just to WikiProjects, but also to other peer
production groups such as OSS projects in GitHub, communities in StackExchange, groups in GoodReads or projects
in OpenStreetMap. Considering prior experience can reveal
more interesting and nuanced effects, one might even consider
broader kinds of prior experience available in these specific
volunteer groups. For instance, in the case of projects in
OpenStreetMap, these results might suggest using their prior
communication patterns with project members within projects
along with prior map creation and leadership activities to predict new members’ retention and productivity. We encourage
future research in these communities.
We believe similar effects of prior experience may appear in
offline groups. Consider a mosque looking to start a homeless
shelter. As it recruits a collection of volunteers to staff the
shelter, how much should it draw on top volunteers in other
efforts (interfaith outreach, study sessions), how much on

leaders of other efforts, and how much on volunteers who have
worked in other homeless shelters and similar projects, even
outside the mosque? Of course, much additional research is
needed to validate the generalizability of our findings.
CONCLUSION

In this study, we explore the effects of prior experience of
new volunteers on their early retention and productivity in the
group they join with the understanding that early identification
of group failures can help community moderators intervene
in a timely manner and craft the group for success. We found
that certain kinds of prior experience have positive effects on
newcomer retention and productivity whereas other kinds of
prior experience have negative effects.
Specifically, we carried out the study on a sample of 30,000
new editors to 1,054 WikiProjects, which are groups dedicated to building content around specific topic areas. This
platform allowed us to measure prior experience in multiple
dimensions and potential interactions between them which
could generalize to other communities with similar structures.
Also, WikiProjects have been ideal for such an exploration
owing to their well-established and shared structures, shared
membership and publicly available historical data about each
volunteer. Through our analysis, we found that (i) generalized
prior work-productivity experience (measured by overall prior
article and article talk page edits) is positively associated with
retention, but negatively associated with productivity within
the focal group, (ii) prior leadership experience (measured by
overall prior project and project talk page edits) is negatively
associated with both retention and productivity within the
focal group, and (iii) localized prior work-productivity experience (measured by pre-joining article edits on a focal group)
is positively associated with both retention and productivity
within the focal group.
Limitations, Future Work and Potential Impact

In this study, we made a preliminary investigation of the effects
of prior experience on early retention and productivity within
the subgroups of a larger community in order to understand if
examining prior experience has any value and we found that
considering the prior experience of a member adds value over
other group-level metrics such as composition and structure,
and, even within prior experience, some kinds of prior experience have positive effects on group outcomes whereas other
kinds have negative effects. However, prior experience might
also vary with factors such as project age and the number
of simultaneous projects. Future work should look at these
variations in order to gain a deeper insight into the effect of
prior experience.
Our data analysis, although providing us with key insights
into the interactions of various dimensions of prior experience
and their effects on retention and productivity, provides only
limited support for understanding why the association between
prior experience and outcomes exist and in what ways they are
causal. In addition, we see interactions that at this point we
don’t have data to explain. Further qualitative studies could
reveal more insights into this which we leave for future work
to explore. Based on our findings, future studies could also

run field experiments with varying on-boarding processes for
volunteers with different kinds and/or levels of experience.
For instance, in groups with no opportunities for pre-joining
contributions, volunteers in one condition might require going
through a probationary period where they achieve a certain
level of contributions before they become members and be
compared with volunteers in another condition where there
is no such requirement and both may be measured on their
retention and productivity.
We do not have information regarding the amount of workload
of these editors in their personal lives or in other online communities with similar skillset and we believe high contributors
online are also potentially very knowledgeable in their respective fields which might also affect their performance once
they undertake too many activities online. Again, conducting
qualitative studies might help us gather this information and
further insights into the interplay. We leave this also for future
research to explore.
Consistent with much of prior work, our study used productivity and retention as measures of group success. Future research
could extend this by incorporating more nuanced measures
such as the quality of the artifacts produced or rate or amount
of progress toward group/community goals.
In this study, we examine the phenomenon of near transfer,
i.e., how prior experience is associated with group outcomes in
case of groups having similar structures. However, knowledge,
usability experience, and human capital may be easier to transfer across groups with similar structures than they would be
across groups with dissimilar structures within the same community or within different communities. Future work should
consider extending these findings to more heterogeneous environments with different structures and affordances.
The potential impact of this work lies in three areas. First, we
have demonstrated the importance of considering diverse types
of prior experience in predicting the longevity and productivity
of experienced newcomers. This result makes a theoretical
contribution to our understanding of newcomer behaviors in
online groups. Second, this work is directly applicable to
WikiProjects where it can be used to identify individuals to
recruit and to plan pre-joining activities to test and/or build
commitment to a project. Third, while our results have not
yet been tested outside Wikipedia, we provide a framework
for extending this research into new domains, including generalized hypotheses and research methods that can be used for
systematic research and exploration.
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